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The establishment and administration of an effective
training program Is a vital and integral part of the Naval
Service. Any statement merely to the offaot that training
1b important would indicate a lack of raal comprehension
of tha problem. Training in ltealf la the jxeateat aiagle
faotor that makes possible tha accomplishment of tha primary
mission of tha Navy: that of safeguarding tha national
eeeurity.
In an inoreasln :ly complex social structure oonpoaed
of new and aore efficient j^chlaea, csthods, and concepts,
modern war has kept apaoa with developments in other fields.
Ho longer la tha will to win sufficient to guarantee victory;
victory will belong to that organization which haa tha equip-
ment and trained ability, as well as the morale, and can
blend a combination of all three to produce the desired re-
sults.
Tha one valid reason for the existence of an armed
foroe Ilea in its potentiality to win battles; every Job of
training in the Navy haa aa its ultimata aim ootabat at sea
or in the air* Thla conoapt la so fundamental aa to be
eometlmee overlooked, but Naval personnel must have this
baslo understanding* It then follows that one of the
iv

primary Justifications for the maintenance of the Navy
In peaoetirae la the perpetuation of training activities.
A great deal has been written oonoerolnc training
activities in the Navy; much of this material la technical
in approach and in content. It will be the purpose of this
study to examine and attempt to evaluate some of the under-
lying values and concepts, as well aa to acknowledge the
debt of the service to oertaln outside factors and institu-
tions. It is the belief of the writer that this approach
amy prove valuable in that the whole field of Navy training
la now in the process of revision and Intensification chiefly
aa a result of experiences in the recent war* It was then
conclusively demonstrated that a training program, no matter
bow large in scope, cannot be besioally sound unless founded
on the psychological principles of learning and taught with
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Traditionally, training in the Nfavy was carried on
in a manner that closely approached the Old orld apprentice
aystaa. The recruit was regarded as a new and therefore
inexperienced member of the establishment f and i.ls training
i«s a problem not only for his immediate superiors but also
for his colleagues. His training at first followed the
steps that undertook to qualify him as a seaman, whereafter
he deoided what particular line of work in whioh he wanted
to specialize. For specialized train inn: in a certain rating
he was assigned either to an individual or to a group cur-
rently engaged in the sort of work that the newly made seaman
wanted to learn. He was then known as s "striker for that
rate; the tfavy custom of "striking for a rate" was in reality
the very first accepted and approved system of training in
the Jcrvloo, and has lasted to the present tine. The striker
is really no more than an apprentice.
This apprentice training was supplemented about 1930
by the establishment of servloe sohools of various sorts
whose mission was to p.ive train inr in certain areas or lines
1

of work; very often the oleaentary service school did little
nore then familiarize the recruit with the jargon and tools
with which he would be expected to work after he left the
school and went to sea* There were, of course, more advanced
schools designed to qualify men already rated for further
advancement in their rate* There were also aohoole for
highly specialized areas ouch as the submarine oervioe.
with the tensions that existed before this country 9 s
entry Into the recant war, the Navy about 1940 expanded the
eervloe school facilities, but with the actual advent of the
war it soon became apparent that the system was woefully
inadequate for the vast numbers of men that emerged from
the recruit training stations ready to be indoctrinated in
one of the many ratings* For example, the Naval Training
Center at Karragut, Idaho, during the war period trained a
number of men almost equal to that of the »hole Navy at the
time of Pearl Harbor.
The Reed for Training
irior to the outbreak of the war, the Training Division
of the Bureau of Naval Personnel beoaae aware of the fact that
the training program in the Navy had neither the soope nor the
equipment to meet the demanda of the national Emergency as
declared by the *resident of the United otatea in September,
1939* Naval appropriations, never oppulent in peaoe years,
did not allow of expansion in the degree considered accessary.

jp-gap aid was sought and obtain*! under the provisions
of the JaithHBttgaes Act or 1917, aa amended by the Goorge-
Ellsey Act of 1934 and the aeorge-De>i^ xi of 1936. This
legislation was designed to provide federal aid for the pur*
poae of furthering vocational training In public education*
lth the cooperation of the United states Office of Education,
the various state departments of education, and the local
sohool systems, the Navy was able to expand Its facilities
and operations in the training field. Several very able
officers directed this expansion that augmented Naval train*
lne, and under their leadership the gradual evolution began
that was to culminate in the gigantio program that existed
at the close of the war.
After the war had officially begun, civilian Instructors
who were employed In this phase of training were Inducted Into
the Havy, and the rating of Specialist "T" was oreated ex-
pressly to designate these teachers. At about the same time,
many civilian educators from some of the foremost civilian
Institutions were commissioned In the Havy and were aasicned
to the Training Division where they worked in planning,
policy-maklnr $ and administration. It was then that the
entire concept of training in the Naval Service underwent
alteration and it was realized that modern training must
be approached through the medium of the scientific method.
Certain definite principles of training that had evolved
over lone periods of tine in the civilian situation were

applied to the military problem at hand, and in due ti-aw
It was proved that the educational and psyoholo deal approaoh
to the field of training wee indeed valid in the riaval situa-
tion.
It la the present responsibility of the Havy to conduct
research oontinually in related fields of training in oivilian
life, and to adopt applicable methods end procedures to Improve
the operation and oontent of its own training program* The
traininc program in the Navy oust be kept current and be
adaptable to a sudden yot orderly expansion in the event of
mobilisation; the war of the future will be too swift to
allow for the extensive and tino-consuminc preparations that
characterized the early training program in the last oonfliot.
The Navy was unprepared for the position in watch it found
Itself; it was fortunate that there were men with the ability
to take over tho training responsibility and evolve system
out of chaos* However, having benefited from the experience
and from the program that was developed, it is the responsi-
bility of the naval Jervloe today to maintain a training
activity based on the principles and procedures of modern
eduoatlonal philosophy that were shown to have greater
validity than the old system of Navy training in use prior
to r.orld >ar II.
ireeent Training Fio ill ties in the Navy
The Naval training; program la constantly undergoing

and revision with regard to needs and material.
; ill; every piece of :;car that becomes obsolete, with every
method that becomes out-doted, a certain amount of training
becomes meaningless. Likewise, with every new device or
machine that is adopted end with every new \ rooedure that
la developed, a training need is created. It is therefore
obvious that a training program that remains static does
not maintain its purpose; knowledge and abilities must keep
pace with technical mc procedural advances. It is with
this objective in mind that the present training activities
are conducted*
Recruit Training
The basic training of the recruit is concerned with
transforming a civilian Into a potential member of the Bevy
team* In the space of a fen short weeks, usually averaging
from eight to fourteen, the recruit learns primarily how to
adapt to life in a line organization, a concept that is
foreign to his back, -round and experience • Guidance and
indoctrination Introduce him to the manners, praotloes,
discipline, and customs of the Navy life. This training
is general in character beoause of the wide variety of pro-
gram* open to the reoruit upon his finishing basic training;
he is given the rudiments of professional training and is
made aware of the many opportunities that lie before him.
In addition to his learning how to live in an ordered
sooiety and bolns acquainted with the fundamentals of his

new profession, tho recruit nust be made ready for service
in other waya* lie la made physically ressiUy for service,
for the Havy life is a bard end rigorous one ami the demands
made on physical strength and endurance ere many. He must
have physical conditioning cni bo taught to swim, for upon
this ability Mi life may someday depend* He oust have
medical and dental attention; ainor defeots are corructed,
and he la Inoculated against a wide variety of diseases,
mist also be made mentally ready for service; he is taught
the reasons for aliitar/ discipline and its application* He
is shown how the Havel organisation ie dependent upon the
individual^ sense of responsibility, and hou this in turn
leads to the development of an attitude of cooperation. His
mental conditioning must stress the keynotes of cooperation
,
teamwork, and unity* Finally, the recruit la made personally
ready for active service; his pergonal needs and obligations
are accounted for so he will be better able to concentrate
on the job before him*
Toward the conclusion of the recruit f o basic training,
he is interviewed and classified ucooruiiv to abilities and
aptitudes as they have been indicated both by teste and by
performance in training* This procedure was developed at
training stations during the war by educators and psycholo-
gists workinr with the Navy, and hae repeatedly provod its
Jtttfcfl the old system of selecting men for particular schools
and details was simply to ohoose tho flret oertaln number

Cl mmn stand in,-; in line or oaaea that appeared on a list*
ew system or olussify
•
_ means of individual inter-
views conducted bgr specialists wit !.nlag and experience
has proved of inestimable value* It nust be remembered tnat
I recruit training graduate is not a f iniahed seaoan, but
has only just arrived at the j.oint where hla professional
training begin*.
the whole theory of raoruit training has undergone
a couplets revision in the past few years; a reoeat state-
aant by the uroau of \aval Personnel defines raoruit train-
ing in terms of a Four-, oinz > rogram as follows:
M <ureau of Naval MfMftMa looks to reorultaent
and recruit training with new eonf idenoo. for the -.bureau
iias a fOttT-poin :t*ib that is enlisting %J -a ready oo-
opejratlon of all ersoniiel*
1. Bat Initial step acts up firm standards for the
recruiting and for the training of enlisted personnel
to ensure a steady flow ot useful aen to the operating
forces.
2. Ens I t need la for able fcanaseaeat of the
new men who join the fleet* rnis la accomplished
what nay be called personnel relations—^n insistence
.'it officers and petty officers sake constant applioa-
on of all the tools of effective training and leader-
ship*
3* a corollary follows* earohing examination saiat
determine the cause of flaws or failures in the recruit
tralnlm m in the flect-oporatton training of the Xavy's
newcomers* rhe next step is corrective—straighten out
the klruca in the training program*
4* last step is obvious* &ml It is the core of
the programs the whole Navy team is needed to make the
program operate* 1
Service School Training
There are four claaaea of service schools, grsded w'.
ln Keoruit rrainln«~A vitalizing Oenoept," an article
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respect to the difficulty of the technical material
they teach; they are classified as *P", "A", "B", and "C w f
with "C" being the most advanced*
The schools are charged with the mission of main-
taining an establishment and currioulum sufficient to
develop men In the duties and skills necessary for them
to be capable of filling responsible Jobs in the operating
forces* It is in the service schools that thousands of
men are originally trained In the technical duties they are
to assume in their Navy careers* Men from the fleet are re-
turned to the service schools for advanced training and often
for training for a higher rating* One of the requirements
for many Chief Petty Officer ratings Is that the candidate
ssast have successfully completed a course of study in his
specialty in one of the Class "C" service schools*
In the last two or three years a system has developed
whereby Type Commanders and other Flag Rank Officers with
similar commands have designated, under the direction of
The Bureau of naval Personnel, an Arbitrary service school
quota to be filled from the various ships operating under
their tactical oommands* These quotas were often difficult
for ships to meet, for during the demobilization ovory man
aboard ship was vitally needed as there was none to replace
him* However, the ships filled their quotas and somehow
managed to remain in an operating condition, and now it is
apparent that this system was a very far-sighted procedure.

These service school graduates are no* being returned to
the fleet at regular intervals 9 and are Invaluable aboard
ship for the training of reoent recruits
•
The Chief of Naval rersonnol recently disseminated
to the uervioe new criteria for the selection of candidates
to b« sent to the Class "A" schools* These oriterla are
based primarily upon the individual's scores ando in the
battery of tests he was given when he enlisted in the Navy.
As nost of these candidates are youne in the Service, this
aystora of selection would appear to have validity inasmuch
as the tests were administered recently enough to give some
indication of aptitude* In fact, with so little time in
the Navy, the teat scores are perhaps the only real basis
for selection* stress is laid upon the score made in the
Oeneral Classification Test (a test of general Intelligence),
but for some of the more technical training various other
test scores are used, such as the £leotrloal Knowledge Test
and the liadio Code Test* The Chief of Naval Personnel
emj?hasizea that the use of these cutting sooree is most
necessary.
It is important that no men be seleoted who do not
fulfill these requirements* xresenoe of such students
creates an instructional problem in the Claas A school,
delays the progress of the reet of the class, and re-
sults in the school 1 8 returning to the fleet a man who
has eeinod little or nothing from the time spent away
from his ship* 2
2
"Criteria for selection of Candidates for Class A




The problems posed by the operation of the eervico
schools are, in reality f elaoat Identically the seme as those
encountered by civi ' educational institutions; basically,
they are questions of philosophy, instructor training, curri-
cula, nethods, and approach* It la in these areas that the
aeed exists for research and a determination of the beet
possible approach to each specific field of instruction,
and it is here that the Havy can benefit rroatly fro& the
counsel and ruidanoe of leading persons from clTillan educa-
tion. These problems will be discussed in nore detail in a
later chapter*
Shipboard Training
The officer directly responsible for the training
program aboard ship is the Hxeoutive Officer, under the
authority of the Commanding Officer. The Executive Officer
is charred with organizing, coordinating, and controlling
the training function* Such coordination is necessary be-
oause of the wide divergence of the types of training carried
on in the average ship* Actually, every leader has a certain
amount of responsibility, as indicated by regulations:
In all matters pertaining to the training of the
personnel and the preparation of material for battle
or other activity, the quarters for muster, each divi-
sion officer, petty offloer, or orew leader shell be
responsible for that part of the ship's personnel and
material which he commands in aotlon, in so far as this
be practicable.*'
Tk vrulatlons . 1920, Article 1287. Tars. (3).
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In actual practice it it the custom for the i^xeoutlve
leer to appoi ar officer apeolfleally aa train-
ing officer; I training officer works .lreotly UsS
various department head* end division officers, audi reports
. xeoutiv* ffleer, thus acting ho an nd native
ess Is tint*
Sash ship has its own ^articular training program,
with Its orvacL! a and rosponal bill ties drawn up in what
la known at a "training bill"; the training till lellneates
the need, the objectives, the duties, responsibilities, and
aut
, I a statement of policy* It la through this
written a ta tenant that eaoh officer and aan understands sift
own position I ag progra« of the shi. .
epartmental notion in the shipboard training program
is wher* the real training begins; It la the duty of eaoh
department head to determine Just what trf.lv' j laoat nssded
and will be the most beneficial for his personnel* title is a
teak that requires a thorough knowledge of the men involved,
air strong points ana their weaknesses, as wall as a knowl-
edge of the specific duties and skills required of sash rating
group within his dopartaent* it is dangerous to morale to I
to teaoh a sen something he already knows, henoe the material
for every training session should be scrutinized carefully
and adjusted for the group to be taught* It is the objective
of the department head to bring every one of hla men up to the
point of maximum efficiency in hie present rate*
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Yhlle the Job of the training officer In coordinating
the entire program la of the utmost importance, the keynote
of the program as a whole is decentralization. Only by local-
izing the training can flexibility be attained aa it la da*
mended by individual problems, equipment to be studied, or
even weather conditions. Decentralisation develops interest
at the lower levels when the petty officers are allowed and
encouraged to do a part of the planning and assume some
responsibility for the training* Indeed, the very soope of
the shipboard program, its wide variety and shifts in emphasis
demand such decentralization*
Perhaps the greatest advantage to training aboard ship
is that such training is conducted in the situation of final
use; the training is pragmatie and of a project nature. All
the necessary equipment and material is at hand because the
set-up is real and actual. Thus the training is vitalized
and has possibly more meaning than an artificially constructed
mock-up or model. The disadvantage of shipboard training is
that there is a lack of space in whloh to oonduct classroom
or more formal training. It may also be that the trainers
are not well indoctrinated in the teaching process; a man
may know his Job very well, but still be unable to oommuni-
oate what he knows in a teaching situation. The importance
of the instructor in any training process or program cannot
be stressed too greatly, and it is at this point that the
training administrator aboard ship must focus his attention.

uSducatioaal Servloea
o educational services providod by tho Pavy for the
>f enlittal ersotwel prinarlly are conoemed with
adv&nclr penerel education of the Individual nan*
*e hie ttetaltal and Job tra5 on, the Navy
Is at' tercated In Ma eduoatlonal background and the
advanoin^ of his formal aohoolln?* Every effort la aade to
vide information snd opportunities for the wan to enroll
in sou* program cf hia own choice that will further hie own
knowledge r '* usefulness to the Service, in a recent
recruit survey men were asked about their plane for additional
schooling and $.<)% indieeted their Intention of enrolling for
Jl courses. 12.3% atsted very clearly they vaulted no more
schooling, while 30*0f> didn't irnow for euro what their atti-
tude was and had no plena.
Practically any field of atudy la available undor the
oognlzence of the educational service*; mathematics, English
and history , as well as shop and on-the-job occupational
training may be had under this pro^nwu Often classes are
organised aboard ship or on shore stations; instructors are
recruited who have had training and experience in particular
fields of interost to the men who enroll. Soraetiocs civilian
instructors are hired to tench subjects for which a demand
exists. Svory commanding officer has the moral obligation
.jureau of Naval personnel, Research Activity 9 /laid




to do everything within hia power to mafce available to hla
personnel the opportunity and material for 3tudy that may
be Indicated or requested.
Mil another phase of the educational services la
the program of individual study through the medium of
oorrcsnondence courses and courses available through the
United States Armed Forces Institute* This Institute Is
an official a^cnoy of the Araj and Navy Departments to
provide services and materials for study by Service person-
nel at a minimum cost. Besides study courses directly under
the Institute, one may also enroll for extension courses
from any one of a number of civilian colleges and universities
that cooperate with the Institute* Thua higher education
from nn eocredltud institution of learning is available to
•very nan in the Navy who has the desire to pursue his formal
education further*
The varied end extensive opportunities offered by the
educational servioes provide the means whereby any one in
the Navy can study a subject of his own choice under excellent
guidanoe very inexpensively* The only vital requirement is
that the individual brln£ en interest and determination to
his study for Its successful completion.
The rroblea
The essential problem of this paper will be to deter-
*i*a .,:... t asftets Ml ilvlllmi Ivmlmlmi ...- *6t**ti#ji t** ^
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applied U I beut advantage* and la what situations,
the training needs of the Havv. In lit fore^oinc discussion
of the aaln trends the Raw<.* program is taking ut
the present tiae, It Is obvious that Ml eie principles
of the civilian *ophy of e: Lob us It las evolved
thxouT-ii the years could be of the greatest value • These
beaic principles will be e the Idea of ohair
lid application to the requirements of ap&eTB liing
la the RQV; .
order off-: bo delineate tha problem, It la
essential that the title of thlo dissertation be specifically
defined, flfir "training" la scant the acquisition and develop-
ment of particular skills /.litiea. *flhl Jervioe"
by definition hero ahull be i rated to apply only to the
Bogular Navy. «vhen it is Intended to refer especially to
the reserve components of the ftavy, they shall be so deals*
natod.
The educational aerviees are considered here to be
a part of the feMlftiag prosraa inasmuch aa they ooriatitute
what really alpht be oalled "off-hours" study; the average
sailor apends nuoh tine in a duty or stand-by status when
he r " : "t t© pt*Msl al awmllabie, tat la not iotvally
occupied except when standing a watch or In an eaercenc
It is certainly a part of the man 1 a tr^inine that he be
taueht to utilize aueh spare time both to his own advantage
and to the advantage of the :';erv!oe.
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The approach to the dieouaaion of th© problem *ill
be toward the end or providing the average Heval officer
with suffioient information and baofcground better to per-
form his training duties and to understand the educational
and psyoholo&loal Implications of the tralninc function.
Too often the Naval officer is a man well versed in the
tooiuio logical aspeots of his chosen occupation and profession,
but altogether lacing in the acadealo approach to the funda-
mental problems of training. It is hoped that this paper
may inspire at least some officers to rend a basic text in
education or a book dealing with some phase of the psychology
of learning*
ry and Conclusions
1. The old approach to the training function in the
Kavy was basically that of the apprentice system. In this
era of new aethods and maohines, it oust be realized that
modern training must be systematic f thorough 9 and accom-
plished in a minimum of time*
2. The training need* of the Wavy changed rapidly
with the advent of the rocent war, and the Havy was unpre-
pared for the shift in emphasis from generalized training
to the hlriily specialized training required by new inventions
and techniques. Expert civilian advice was available to re-
organise the tralninc program, but it would be neglectrul on
the part of the Ttavy not to follow-up the suooessful training

II
aethcxia used In world ;«r XI i
>. rrair.i:;-; a Jtavy is extenalre an<i *ari
but «l -oerams providing the major pert of the
ttfeole function:
a* NttMit training la concerned aeinly with
te< he new win /* in a line,
xnlzatlon, uU :oc;uainting
ules that 11* fcefora
his* in his new e«re«r*
b, Dervlc* aehool t* I neeea~
•ery technical education In the various
ratee end at different levels c Moul; ,
of at >1 1 r#fc*
let** of tfci operation of the service schools
if* fundamentally the sajos aa those encoun-
tered by civilian eduoationn ona,
and the Kavy can benefit by the S4
civilian methods*
c. «*rd t ac le prafsnatie la oh&raoter,
and depends to a larr,* extent upon equipment
and mater1*1 to the nc< >f baalo eduoa*
tlofial i many situations* The
icatlve Officer la ebarged with the primary
sponsib-lity for trotni.. , t the onus
actually raats on the department heads and
IS) loo*l leaders In dlfformat ;;arts of the

uship; these people are frequently expert
In their field, but nay be almost completely
untrained In the -irinciplea of instruction.
Training on boari ehlp oust be decentralized
for the boot reaulte; emphasis must be plaoed
on the training program at the lowest possible
levol to be effective,
d. The trainlnc provided by the educational
servicea la Individual In nature , and oust
depend on the ambition and fortitude of the
particular man to be meaningful. It la the
duty of the command In ; officer to see that
information regarding the availability of
thla type of training la disseminated to all
hands frequently and in detail. Individual
gaidanoe in the formulation of program and
objectives should be cade available to en-
listed personnel by the division officer,
the training officer, or other responsible
officer personnel.
4. The problem Is to determine what parts of the
civilian education philosophy and procedure oan be adapted
to fit the needs of the Havy's traininG program.
5. The definition of the title of this paper la,
In paraphrase, "the acquisition of skills and abilities
by personnel in the Regular Navy*"
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• flaval officera, a Major part of whoa* dutiaa
involve tho I >n of training, are anooura^od to re...






At the outset in the planning of a training program
it la necessary that there be a clear conception of the
:-?oeea that program ia to serve; lacking an understanding
of the purposes of the training program, it cannot be deter-
mined what materials will be utilized , what educational
philosophy will be used, or what teaching methods will best
suit the subjects to be learned*
It is recognized that training is a science, and as
such must be approached through the medium of the scientific
method. Basically, navy training is in no wise different from
civilian eduoatlon; there arc but few problems in the field
that are not common to both. Henoe, the training program in
the Havy must agree in fundamentals with the oonoepts and
principles that have been developed by psychologists and
eduoators over a period of many decades* Neglect of these
principles by the Navy could only mean that its training
program would lack direction end method 9 and certainly the
Naval Jervioe has the obligation to the American public that
the best available materials and procedures be employed in
20

.ldunl ^lfrerenoee In lent
A vaet and iadeteradaate number of factors operate
to . als » f w)*om o-an be *
bo alike* Dli toea In sooio-eoononio «nd educational
bee«£rouada f in innate intelligence, in aptitudes and abili-
ties. In attitude* and ^rofare^eea, |U be re-. *ed
and the Ka*y mat. be red to select, classify, and
place the lndi greatest tela advantn
both to Utaaelf find to the tJaval ervloe#
It la of ooura* true t.V*t no one person or ajsar.-
aan determine vita grant accuracy Juat whet another «an is,
or what he aan do; there has never bean a te»t battery de-
veloped that will !ve n canplet* profile of a ann'e .cars- -
allty, intelli :«ncn t end a •: it «able that there
never a ill be. // mat i teats of various
aorta, sa Indeed It id, tat Ifct results of thaee teats
itust fee used only M indie I that certain faotora »
traits aay be present or I . It rfould a Justified,
however, to use test acorea exclusively to the preolus!
int placement and leadership, "ests are only si
to the solution of roblea of individual differences,
and not the solution in themselves*
The training proaran -mat tafcs t'veaa differences
Into aooount, and undar conditions; itandardlsatlon

in teaching methods and mass production of supposedly
trained sen, this primary consideration is too often
overlooked. The r».te of growth of eaoh individual is
different iron. that of his stitee, so that men cannot be
expected to advance at the same rate, ,.hat the training
program can do, is to assist the individual trainee to
develop lis own aptitudes to the highest possible degree
so that he works at the maximum level of performance of
whioh he himself Is capable.
Generalizations on the subject of IndlvidL 1
differences are quite useless except to observe that
such differences do in fact exist.
There are no scientific doubts about the existence
of wide individual differences in mental c .; cities*
Numerous curves of distribution have been published
ahowlnc such variation with respect to almost every
psychological process , as well as for a variety of
physical tad anthropometric moasures. ell of these
curves, found experimentally, approximate more or
less olosely the well- >*i normal pro be bl lily curve,
end it is now the orthodox doctrine that human traits
are so distributed. 3'
In the final analysis it will be the responsibility of the
Wavy school administrator and of the Navy instructor to
deal v.ith trainees as individuals; they must be trained to
realize that there is no such thing as teaching a class,
snd that it is their Job to see that the men under their
tutelage are taught ae Individuals.
*Franx 3. Freeman, "Contributions to Edueat of
^cientiflo Knowledge About Individual Differences," T.irty -
f
tventh Yearbook . National Society for the auoti-




The •educational baokgrounda of the paraona in the
tr.ilnlnf process vary widely in the individual; as a whole,
M educational level of Naval personnel will tend to
fluctuate with economic conditions which prevail in the
nation. 7or example, in the *reat Depression of the 1930's,
no person was ao capted for enlistment in the Navy who could
not present evidence of graduation from high school. In
periods of economic prosperity, it is to be expeoted that
the educational level in the Navy as a whole »ill fall off
somewhat
•
The general level of education in the country rose
considerably in the interim between the two world .ars;
the average education of all white personnel inducted into
the armed forces in " orld War I was that of the sixth grade,
while in ..orld ,ar II the average white inductee had one or
two years of high school to his credit* However, while it
was estimated that in the second \vorld .ar some 40 p%r oent
of the white indueteas had completed high school, about
thirty per cent had not finished the eirhth grade, thereby
accentuating the problem faoinr. the armed forces.* In post-
war enlistments the educational level has not been %wiwt so
high; 85*8 per oent of the recruits left school at agea 15»
16, or 17* Only 17*1 par oent have flnlahed high sohool,
HSarl IT, Mo "rath, "General education in the Postwar
Period,* Annals of the Amerloan Academy of .olltloal and
Social Soiencea
. QQJLa . (January 1944). P. 78.

}>*r cent never attended hi*sh school, and 43 12 p«
oent have ooi^letoi oao or tao years «^
The Havy enlisted mn antarirv the training progra*
oannot he treated Xi*e a ht$h echool ctudcnt; he may not
be a ola to read ouch better than a slxth-sradcr, Ida *no*l-
edge of oathetaatios jeay be limited to the ability to jzafce
change 9 hie writing aay be poor, and hie spelling any be
a little shoicy on *orde or &ore than t*o syllables. It
la probable that he v.ill have an abhorrence of school and
school-like situations; if man like this are treated as
high school etudsnts, they are cure to be resentful*
notwithstanding these considerations, there are stout
three chances in four that a sen cnllstinr in the modern
Havy will stand in need or technical or specialized train-
ing General .Joasrvell, Chief of the Aray f s service of
Supply during the recent war, estimated that 63 out of
every 100 men Inducted into the ,vray In the war period
were assigned to duties reiulring specialised training.^
The N*vy need for specialized training is far greater,
owing to the greater number and variety of highly specialized
mechanical and electronic devices. It cannot be expected
that the ueed will ever decrease*
The safest attitude the training program can adopt
toward the trainees le to assume they know n^ry little, ere
'Dureau of Havel Personnel, research Activity, op. olt .
^Lieutenant Qeneral arefcoa B. Somervell, "1 re-induction




not particularly skilled in tho use of their hands, and
that In general they are not eager to have anything to do
vdth any situation that resembles the old-fashioned school.
It is safe to say that the average newly-enlisted nan has
ambition and wants to advance In his new eareer; to this
and he has a definite Inclination toward the practical, and
he wants everythin? taught him to bo pragmatio in nature*
When theaa known attitudes and preferences of the
con are coupled with their widely varied educational back-
grounds, it becomes apparent that the individual level of
education in the case of each aan becomes important both
to the instructor and to the supervisor in the training
pro&raa. The educational background of each man oust be
adjusted to the beginning level of each course of instruc-
tion, and there must be the realisation that the progress
of each man will depend to a large extent on his previous
background.
In a recently stated policy, the Navy Keoruiting
Service has made a realistic move to attaok this problem
by means of a long-range program of oooperation with
civilian educators and educational institutions; not only
will this new policy undoubtedly receive the active support
of educators, but it till form the basis through public
relations for continued understanding and mutual endeavor
alonft these lines.
Educators generally are Interested in keeping youth
in schools as long as possible* The Navy is also

interested in as, other things belli* equal , the
high sohool {graduate is the ideal recruit. Phis would
also relieve the Navy of an outside task (providing
.ool education) which it has undertaken only
default* The interest therefore Is mutual and stu-
dents would be encouraged to graduate* Thus ahould
the recruiting service be approached by some youth
whose problem is such that the school could meet it,
if it lenew the full star/, it might well be the
counsel to call these students to the educators*
attention for tic t ion, and Jointly agree to wc
together to postpone his enlistment for the time
beiae* 5
Differences La ability to Learn
In addition to the influences exerted by previous
educational experience, the progress of the trainee will
depend markedly upon his individual ability to learn.
Learning is a word applied rather loosely in many situa-
tions, and it is not at all certain that the true nature
of the learning process is understood by the average person
or the Naval officer who may one day find himself in the
role of a Navy school administrator or instructor. for
the purposes of this paper, learning will be defined as
follows:
Learning is a process which results in a change in
the behavior of an individual brought about by action
taken in response to a felt need*
The word "behavior" is used here in its psychological
*
The Naval hccrulter , Vol. 3, No. 1, The Keoruitiag
Division, Jureeu of Naval Personnel, .ashinf?ton , ,0*,
(January, 1948), p. $•
James fiarold Fox, Charles Edward Bish. and Halph
.indsor Kuffner, Sohool .\drslnl titration, irinolples
.
:>oedures
. The Qeor?e as:. in/'ton University, The school
WBaTTon, (v<aahin£ton, D.C., November, 1947), ?• 22*

sense, and covers the psychological functions of perception,
emotion, the thought processes, end includes the motor func-
tions. The word "felt* modifying the viord •'need" Implies
that notivation and its attendant forces are operating. This
definition includes learning; processes ordinarily found in
training programs in industry, and would certainly apply to
<e programs in the Navy* fJuoh basic processes are (1)
development of motor skills, (2) acquisition of knowledge,
and (3) the special process of memorisation. The subject
of learning and the learning process is one about which
much has been written; it is also a field of controversy
for many present day educators and psychologists, a list
of some of the terms used with all their nuances of meaning
would occupy several pages; it is considered sufficient for
the present purpose to restrict the discussion to the most
important psychological processes influencing three baslo
kinds of learning specifically delineated under the definition
Education may be defined as the growth or progressive
development of an individual; suoh education takes place
through the learning process. The growth or development
of the individual is two-fold: physical and Mental; these
two aspeots must be considered together, for mental :ro vth
cannot take plaoe if the organism is not physically ready
for such growth, for example, a baby cannot walk until he
has reached the point of physloal strength neoessary for
welkin.-. Thus learning is limit*! to the state of maturation

that the ll ci* attained, fl&r the same consideration,
one can no', aseu&s that because a person did not finish the
sixth grade he cannot therefore be trained ee a fireocntrcl-
mun, for instance; ievelopnant since he left sohool haa
^•eaaed ao as to push his potential lenmlnr. limits fur
above where they wore at that time.
To be effeotive, learning must be purposeful; man ia
by nature a oreature interested in attainin- certain goals
and thus conforming to social pressures. These ?toale are
both biolo^icsl v.r.d social, and it la the social goals that
determine to a great extent what objectives the individual
ahall pu: Aa we have seen, this la particularly true
of the Nav;* enlisted man; he la usually interested only in
training that has a real, immediate objective • He has no
Interest in information and learning aa such, but only
insofar as he oan see the attainment of a seal whereby he
oan advance himself in his own eyes and in the eyas of
othors—hie shipmates, friends , or relatives* Consolously
or unconsciously, the man will from time to time evaluate
his progress in these terms, and the Navy training program
must be able to point a positive answer if training is to
remain meaningful to the man. Once the program has lost the
1 wed i ate objeotive in the eyes of the man, his level of
aspiration will decline, his motivation will also disappear,
and with motivation is connected the prime mover in the
ejfeole prooess of learning*

Learning mnst take jlacc with relation to what the
studcr now* 5 it m -tie-in- the whole and
be considered a part of the oontext or entire pattern of
the mmfttfl knowledge. It should result la I functional
7
underrate: . specific Information given the learner
should be supplemented \y? e©nere*l inferences whereby that
new infomt tlon ooultf be Applied and used in other situa-
tion*}, ly is this ;»rlnotplo true in adult educa-
tion anri •ocationel training, both of which characterize
the Jtevy trair.' roblem; the jnen have little interest in
subject -natter for which they cannot aee an immediate
,
practical, nn& functional application* The new must be
built Into the framework of the old*
It Is well known that social end physical environment
exert tremendous influences on the learning process* In
addition to the social pressures discussed &bov*, it Is
obvious that personality factors and social relations in
the learning grou/ Interact to form attitudes that may be
either helpful or detrimental to the learning of the indi-
vidual student* The resolving of problems in this area are
to a great extent the responsibility of the instructor;
teacher enthusiasm! initiative, and resourcefulness in
human relationships are of the utmost importance in the




in. nd sympathy with the * ams which confront
nuch to est on e f&9B basis In the
0Tci . SVtOlftlity clashes at tMs level are not inevit-
able; they »*y I Ived or avoided by intelligent inter-
pretation by the instructor of the needs of the student.
o najority of -11 learning takes place in group situa-
tions through interaction of the group , and the student
that is at odds with the rroup or who cannot fit along with
. instructor tr. at n serious disadvanta .
e phy environment of the claasroon or the
shop also ham its influence on the learnlsv process* It
is axionatie th;<t the working space be kept clean, un-
cluttered, and free of materials that tend to distract
attention. The aurroundinira should be suitable to I
learn' Lag place; they uhould approximt* as closely
as possible the actual ait >n where the learning will
be used empirically. All materiel* used, whether in clans
or in a shop, should bo ttetktl out afcfl returned systematic-
ally, so that the nen will develop a sense of responsibility
for their sear and tools. :*ull> . boards, 03, ..nd
visual aids must be jeep wA jneania^f -* he
situation at hand* Ventilation aunt be ade-'Uite, and the
taoperature constant; between air.ty-flvo ind seventy degrees
Fahrenheit is considered optiaua. Lirht ohould be evenly
distributed; both :laro and dark places in the field of
vision are to be .woldod if at all possible. :ents should
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be arranged for every man to bo able to see and hear cvery-
tr#4| experience will determine the beat arrange*
aent I a particular olassrooa or i .It haa been
•?n that greater rapport exlats between the students and
the instructor when aeata are arranged In a easi-cl roular
fashion* Color , too, la Important in the physical achate;
the oolor system should be harmonious and inconspicuous*
preferably in pastel shades* Beoaua« of its restful effeet
on vision, %r**n la recommended . joident hasar&e and danger*
ous *ovlns parts of machinery should be painted a brl&ht,
distinctive oolor* ^clse, while admittedly distracting in
soas sltuatlons 9 does not have the extremely detrimental
effoots popularly supposed; although a quiet and nolsefree
atmosphere is very desirable, it haa been demonstrated that
noise in moderate amounts is not particularly deleterious.
.1vat ion and Learning
Motivation say be defined as a croup or incentives,
, aleal, lo icai, or social, wuioh persuade an indi-
vidual to a certain behavior* In tne :\aval situation, in
the main, it nay be assumed that physical neede are oared
for, as persons *i:h congenital or chronic dafeote are not
eooepted for enlistment, and the ;ievy man is undsr consta,
and competent medical and dental care] likewise, he does not
suffer from other common drives, aueh ae hunger, thirst, and
laoA of sleep, rt is therefore the soolal and ps.voholo leal
drives with i tme training program must be aost concerned.
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activation 4o*0 n lac without cause; it is, in
gener an emotional tone asy be
lccsant or unpleasant , .* emotional ton* acts
tu© ultitusi© of who lMroer la re lull on to ui* felt neeus;
this need, translated in terms or a tan.ible, attainable
goal stts up an earnest Jwalra for achievement, or course,
it ia also true that if the emotional tone is negative in
Caareotar, fcfeaWl lollowe Instead or a desire an antipat
or repvii>uanoe and then negative motivation exists* The
most efrioient learning taxes place *h<m the student has
a strong desire to achieve an actual, significant goal*
I reasons for ti.is desire nay be many and varied s futv.ro
security, reoogni
U
on 9 monetary remuneration, social or pro-
resslonal distinction, all these are faotors which amy moti-
vate an individual to attain a goal*
It suet be emyhaylxol and iterates that the looming
process varlss with individuals; mux? factors are operative
that cannot be readily dlaoerned t aa for example educational
end social background g experience, and mental ability. It
must be re^sAbered that while l*arnin£ is very often a &roup
process, great differences exist in the individuals of the
group to learn and assimilate*
.lffa—mmce in Jurrlcul»r ,ttick
In general, It .aay be stated that there exlet in the
field of education two baalo phlloaophlee, the traditional
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or subject method, and the oreaniemio or project approac .
These two concepts, as apparent in their very names, are
almoot diametrically opposed in their respective beliefs.
It oannot be maintained that one is by its nature better
than the other In all or most respects; there is little
question, except to the more rabid proponents of each,
but what either may be validly used depending upon a number
of variables such as subject to be taught, age of the :roup,
and the objectives of the course* In the last twenty years
there has been an ever-1noreaoin? trend froa the traditional,
formal approaoh to the progressive school of thought* The
noted philosopher and educator, John Dewey of Columbia
University, has long been a very aotlve supporter of this
latter theory, and In recent years it would seem that the
project method supporters have forged materially ahead of
their opponents* In present-day education the organlsnlo
method is wide-spread and is taught in a great many of the
foremost schools of education in the country*
In order more clearly to evaluate a ourrioular
approach that would beat answer the training problem in
the Navy, the basic beliefs and claims of eaoh philosophy
will be examined in more detail*
The Traditional Approaoh
The most oommon example of the traditional approach
in eduoatlon is the three "K's" of the days of the little

Mred achoolhouse; this method of teaching broke the ourri-
cl.1u.t; into Its component parts and taught each ; art as a
separate subject. £aoh subject was analyzed in the tradi-
tionally formal style, and little IT any attempt was made
to oorrelate the various parts of the ourrioulum to give
the pupil a sense of the whole. This is the so-called
"part" method. Its supporters claim that a basic Ground-
ing in classical and traditional education is necessary
in the development of a well-rounded, educated person, and
that somewhere in the process the individual will himself
become aware of the inter-relationships existing among the
subjects he has studied.
Education under this analytical approach is of neces-
sity centered on the teacher; it is, viewed from a certain
perspective, an undemocratic system. The teacher may be
likened to a miniature dlotator directing the class in the
desired direction, and ordering that a oerta in progress be
made each day or week. The pupil is entirely under the
personal control or the teacher and dependent upon him.
The orltlos of this system maintain that one of its
fundamental defects is that it oreatos an artificiality of
both task and purpose; the objectives are artificial because
no functional application can be discerned by the student
and because the subject matter it, not gfttM in context. In
other words, the new subject is not related to what the
pupil already knows, and therefore is not meaningful until
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indefinite tirae in the future when he ie able t:
correlate the various subjects he has studied* This approach
lends itaelf to "cold-storage- learnin;; that is, learr.in.
stored up at the present ior use in the unforeseeable future,
is method in its pure form cannot bo considered
applicable to the training: needs of the Navy, as discussed
previously y it is known that enlisted personnel in order to
be properly activated must be able to see purpose end prac-
tical application in the teaching situation; cany are re-
pulsed by anything suggestive of formal schooling, While
this reaction is cert?* inly not endorsed, things must be
faced realistically and as they exist. The loss of motiva-
tion alone th.t vould result from the adoption of this method
flakes it Impracticable*
from the point of view of the training administrator
the subject sothod has still another disadvantage* It is
perfectly true that oertain of the more diffioult and techni-
cal of the Naval occupations require a good knowledge of
currloular subjects such as mathematics and physios, but
assuming that these subjects were tau&ht in their pure form
the trainee mirht well have a solid grasp of the subjects
and yet not have any practical ability in a rating group*
whether it be electronlos* fire control* or radar* If tide
method were in foroe in the Navy training program it would
have to be supplemented by a ri orous on-the-job training
in order for the service sohool graduate to learn the

application of the subjects ho mastered in school tc the
actual Job,
Although it i© obvious that the traditional method
not be used in its entirety in the training of the en-
listed personnel of the Navy, It should be equally obvious
that some aspects of the method can be used to crood advan-
tage, particularly in subjects whore learn 's aided by
organization of material and method. These would include
Mathematics, electrical theory, physios, and the like.
Subject tsaohJn& i» * natural complement to the project
method, and as such is mm important adjunct to the training
program.
The rrojeot Method
The project method is the outgrowth of thought and
study on the part of those who claim to be of the progressive
school of modern education; Or, John Dewey characterizes and
defines progressive education in the following way:
The rise of what is called new education and progres-
sive schools is of itself a product of discontent with
traditional education. In effect it is a criticism of
e latter
If one attempts to formulate the philosophy of educa-
tion Implicit in the practices of the newer education, we
any. I think, discover certain common principles amid the
variety of progressive schools now existing. To imposi-
tion from above is opposed expression and cultivation of
individuality; to external discipline is opposed free
aotlvity; to learning from texts and teachers, learning
h experience; to acquisition of isolated skills and
techniques by drill, is opposed acquisition of thorn as
•sans of attaining ends which make dlrsct vital appeal;
to preparation for a more or leos remote future is
opposed making the most of the opportunities of present
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life; to static *ims and materials la opposed
acquaintance with a changing world. 8
Froa this definition it is clear that the
asthod of education places emphasis upon centering the
whole process on the pupil* Liico traditional education
it is a group teaching situation, but the Interaction of
the individuals within the group is stressed rather than
the pupil-teacher relationship; the immediate purpose is
the development of self-dependence in the student. ..nother
authority in the field has defined the objective of the
progressive method more explicitly:
Unlforr. lesson assignments, uniform grade require-
ments, and ri/'id curricula must give way to individualized
instructional methods, individualized methods of learni ,
individualized programming in s divereif led curriculum,
and Individualized rates of progress where each pupil
preserves his self-respect through mastery and success,
where he competes only with his past record, where he
finds equality of opportunity to develop his abilities
und attitudes, and where his goal is the complete de-
velopment of his powers for a good life as well as a
good living»!
The controversy of educational philosophies is at
times a bitter one, and it may perhaps be true laet this
statement of objectives is somewhat idealized; however, it
oast be admitted that the statement contains many ideals
that could have valid application to the Navy training
I'll — «———
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°John Dewey, fcxperlenoe una ^aucatlon
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(Hew YorK:
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program* Particularly is this approach valuable in the
light of individual differences and on consideration of the
varied eduoational levels of the men to be trained In the
Havy* The idea of allowing the men to progress at a rate
determined by their independent abilities and like variables
is attractive; not only would this lead to an increase in
motivation in ?ood students, but would tend to eliminate
those unsuited to the particular type of training for one
reason or another* In effect, the result would be a system
of natural selection.
The chief objections to the use of the projeot method
to the ezoluslon of others are three-fold: first, it would
be easy to train a man In a certain Job or occupation without
Giving him sufficient information in the underlying funds*
mentals and principles of that occupation* Jecond, the
project method or teaching the "whole** requires a great deal
more room and equipment than the subject method; third, there
la no question but that this method necessitates more and
better teachers. Instructors are required to be more highly
trained because of their greater activity in the teaching
situation; there is a divergency of duties that must be
performed in the classroom or shop* -.'.orking with individuals
means that human relationships would be of more Importance
than ever; the instructor would have to be a teohnloal expert
in every phase of his particular field, for he v.ould be
tenoning the whole job rather than specific parts* Then
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too, one Instructor cannot handle as many students In this
.•noblla plan as a toaohor who simply lectures to a large
group of people. In the latter case, the addition of a
few more students makea little difference, whereas additions
to the class of the project teacher increase the size of hie
Job proportionately. Although conditions vary, of course,
the project teacher In a situation similar to that of the
Navy cannot be expected to take more than about fifteen
students*
A Combination Approach
It Is believed that the optimum approach to the
training problem In the !*avy will be found In a proper
oholce of the best features of the two methods dlsouosed
above* A United use of the subject method would teach the
fundamentals necessary for a basic understanding of a Job
or occupation, while the major part of the learning process
would be carried on project arrangement. For example, in
a school for the Instruction of radar, the project colloca-
tion would be a shop or laboratory complete with actual
radar sets upon whloh the men worked and learned; sooner
or later the Question of eleotrloal theory would arise,
whereupon classes In mathematics and physios would be
organized in order to oriii/* the men to the level of knowl-
edge In these subjects necessary for the understanding of
the practical work to that time* Thoae o lasses need not
be sohoduled in advance, tut only on indication that the

uo
men had reached a point where auoh clu^sroo.n study would
have real meaning.
Another example of a combined approach is to be
found in the nodern apprenticeship method. The apprentice
works at his chosen trade a certain number of hours , and
spends the rest of the working day in class studying funds*
mentals necessary to that trade* The advantages of this
apprentice system are immediately apparent when compared
with the Navy -striker" system; the striker may loam his
trade from his association with rated men 9 but it is prob-
able that the knowledge of fundamentals does not come until
the striker has gained proficiency in the trade* The
apprentice reaches a comparable proficiency nuoh sooner
because he receives the practioal and the theoretical con-
currently*
uie of the better known plans for the use of this
combination method was developed by Dalton* In the Dalton
.n differences in the rate of learning are adjusted by
having a part of the olass engage in laboratory or seat
work, while the part of the olass that needs speolal work
engages in discussion and recitation* This feature has
proved to be successful in a large number of oases , but is
generally used only as an emergenoy provision* Basically,
the Dalton Plan provides for the mastery of a certain block
of subjeot materiel, and the use of alternate touching
techniques is designed to brln.- all students up to the
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same level of learning and ability • It nay be said of
some of the minor aapeeta of the Plan that It doea develop
a certain amount o: I self-reliance. It ia believed
t in a modified project method aucli aa might be uaed In
the Navy, the Dalton Plan very definitely could be uaed to
advantage*
It la submitted that the foregoing dleoueeion of the
combination approach to the question of educational philoaophy
la the one that best answers the need of the Wavy with regard
to the majority of ita training problems. One of the ohlef
advantage of the method Ilea in its fluidity and the eaae
with which it nay be altered or adjuated to apply to specifio
aituations. It may readily be seen that different rating
groups present altogether different needs, «nd it la not
feasible that one ri,;ld approach oould possibly prove to be
a panacoa. Hot many years a&o a teacher at the beginning
of his career developed a technique of instruction and ad-
hered to it; it is now roco ;nized that so complex a field
of endeavor cannot possibly be challenged with a a la; la
prooeduro, and it ia highly neoessary for the modern teacher
to be equipped with a number of techniques with whioh to
meet the varying demands and value a of a changing world.
In Just suoh a manner haa the fundamental question of
•vh*rlce Slner Holley, |tt§|} "Q^ool Teachers* gethods
.
(Champaign, Illinois: The Oerrard Press , 1937 J , pp. 130, 170.
11 Ibid., pp. 4-5.

philosophy evolved to the point where a sin/sic approach
a imply cannot meet the need.
irfcrcnoea In riCthodolo_
In the ohoice of a particular tec: nJ ue for teaching,
the nature of tha subject matter to be praaantad la tha
primary consideration. Thara ere, of ocurse, greet differ-
ences in stethodology; some are basically different, but the
majority are variations and modifications of better known
and more wide-spread techniques. Many are generally usable;
others are designed for use with a complete unit or block,
and still others are strictly limited to very apeolfio
situations* It is proposed to discuss several teaching
methoda which ml^ht have wide applicability in the Navy
The Leoture Method
hi leoture method is probably the moat common of all
teaching techniques; it consists of an oral presentation by
the instructor, v.lth his enlarging on the subject material
by explanation and expansion. The advaata ;ea of thla method
aro fairly obvloua: it permits the presentation of many ldeae
in a short apaoe of time, more pupils can be aoooomodated thus
requiring fewer teachers, and it combines readily with other
methods. The disadvantage are not quite so apparent: many
people are not aoouatomed to aittln*/ quietly and listening
intently for poriods of time, the pace la often too fast.

it la difficult to avoid unfamiliar thought and wording
whan presenting new material, and finally, ita greateet
drawback la that motivation la often at a minimum because
of the non-participation of the students. The looture
method la beat uaed for ahort period a of tine, and la
especially uaaful in the introduction of new material.
In the Hfcvy, lectured should be held to a minimum in ahop
training, while they oan be uaed to great advantage in
training admlnlatratlve and clerical ratings, auch aa
yeoman and storekeeper. The lecture method dooa have its
place as an integral part of instruction, but it doea need
care to prevent its becoming ineffective.
I directed 31 sou asion
Included In this method are auoh variations as the
question and answer procedure and the recitation-discussion
method* In a directed discussion the teaoher aots aa a
group chairman and guides and stimulatss the discussion in
the desired direction, when unfamiliar material is broaohed,
the question and anawer aapect of the method is emphasized,
and msy be oomblned with reoitatione. The responsibility
of the instructor is to keep the dlecusslon oentered around
the theme as well as to have prepared stimulating questions
before the session. This method streases Individual thought,
aids in the development of leadership, and contributes to
the growth of initiative. It Is inexpedient, however, in
that it is time consuming, and tends to be dominated by the

ubest students; it ie not applicable to large olasses, and
it may lead toward confusion if not vary cleverly led tojr
the instructor. In certain lnstanoea the direoted dis-
oueslon aay be used to some avail, but it is not ooncelvable
that it should have a wide use in the Navy. In thla connec-
tion it is considered that its disadvantares outweigh ita
advantages, particularly in view of the faot that its correct
use requires the presence of yry experienced teachers in
order to be effective*
80 similar in nature to this method le the conference
that it can be discussed under the same general heeding*
The conference is a technique that is particularly suited
to the teaching und training of personnel on the higher level
and to advanced students. Almost all the comments pertaining
to the directed discussion apply to the conference as well.
but the conference tends to be llttlo nore inform 1 because
of its advanced nature* It is certainly not a procedure that
should be used in the training of recruits or low-level per-
sonnel in the navy; it is doubtful that it should have general
application In the Class "B" and "C" service sohools* Con-
ference training is used in industry for supervisory pereon-
nel and exeoutives; its use in the Navy should be similarly
limited* There have been certain precepts evolved that
should be observed in the conduction of conferences; most
of them are not absolute, but better results will follow
if these rules of thumb ere observed where poeslble*
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1. Tho material to bo ess 1 related must be adjusted
the intellectual level of the &roup as a whole.
• The persons In the group should be of the same
general intellectual level*
3« If at all possible, Unit the number In the group
to about fifteen persons. Too nany people sake the conferonoe
c BSJ bSJNMM s' •
4* The agenda of tho oonferenee oLould be promulgated
in advance of the neeting so that the participants can be
familiar with the material to be covered and oan ^ave done
some thinking about it beforehand* However* this does not
mean that the agenda should be inflexible; a certain amount
of latitude should always be allowed for intereats to develop*
5. Do not allow the conference to become too general
or to a tray from the central theme* Use concrete examples of
instances under discussion.
6* It ia OBaential to have continuity from one con-
ference to another; when starting a conference the previous
meeting should be summarized and the conclusions stated.
7. The leader or teaoher of the conference is of
I utmost importance; he must keep the objectives in mind,
and should be well tralnod in procedure. He must participate,
prod, and lead; he must never monopolize.
A clever conference leader oan unobtrusively culde a
group in the right direotion through skirmishes of discus*
sion that will hold lnterost and stimulate motivation far

more effectively than the pure lecture method. For this
reason the conference can be a vital part of the training
program that the administrator cannot afford to overlook.
•oup Performance Method
In #roup performance the trnlneee are divided into
a number of croups with the inatruotor acting as a super-
viaor of the learning activity. Thie provides for purposeful
"doin^- by the individual student, and people learn by doing
fir more than they do by listening or observing. This method
la, of course, a feature of the project approach to educa-
tion; it has the advantages of belnc a bettor activated type
of learning, it stimulates competition, it builds toamuork
and leadership qualities, and the stuienta can easily observe
and evaluate their progress. This method presumes that the
students have been made familiar with the prooess or subject
under study before coming into contact with the "doing1*
activity; in othor words, this method is best used in con-
junction with a more formal style of teaching.
The disadvantages of group performance are almost
identical to those of the project philosophy; the need of
close supervision demands more teachers, and the intelligent
disposition of the various learning groups demands sufficient
equipment.
losely allied to group performance is the laboratory
method which stresses even raore strongly the practical appli-
cation of theory. It is a system of instructing that plans
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for the student to perform cart reccribed operations
Tor the purpose or developing certain skills and arriving
at certaii conclusion;* It parhaM places more emphasis
the Individual than the group pcrforaanee MtfH
lie adventures and diaadv^nt'-ijee are praotloaliy the sane*
ace methods are ie>paaiall: • iit«i to Uavy
training; not only *ra they applicable la the shop for the
training of machinist's «ato« f maohlnery repairmen, various
aviation ratings, et cetera , but also in the ,m:>er-worfe
laboratories to train ratings such as disbursing clerk,
personnel y*an t and aerographer 1 s ante* The need* of the
Revy demand that Instruction be directed toward the job to
be done, sal it Id highly desirable that the training
situation approximate as closely as possible the job situa-
tion aboard ship or la the field. To this end, training
Mat employs group performance and laboratory methods is
the aost significant* Hotiever, It ssuat be reiterated that
the particular method of teaching must be adapted to the
spec if io instance, and that various teaching methods o&n
be used with benefit to supplement the performance type of
instruction*
Tftf ?ff of Ve<*f
Strictly speaxlng, all aids should be designed to
be used as extensions of the ourrioulum; they should enlarge
and expand on the course of study already set up* The

intel.ll uo or aids oan add auoh effectiveness to
the lee ' mi of tho ^vera^e instructor* | should
bo remembered that alda aro not substitutes for &ood
Ifiimwimti
In civilian education textbooks aro ono or tho most
useful aids tho teacher has; in tho Havy, the instruotor
should be extremely careful in his use of textbooks* He
vaot expect that tho reading ability of the trainees
will bo much above that of sixth graders, and at this
level it is difficult for tho student to benefit much
fron reading a text, especially if the sub loot is technical
in nature • Considering the peculiarity of many Naval eub-
Jeots when oompared with general education, it is by no
means certain that standard texts will be available; fre-
quently Navy texts are written for particular ooursos by
persons not well qualified for such a specialized assign*
cent. For reasons such as these, the use of textbooks for
the lower levels of instruction is not recommended. Supple-
mentary reading of a suitable type covering material already
taken up in class is about as auoh independent work in this
field as the Instructor can expect from the average Navy
student*
The use of audio-visual aids in training was auoh
exploited during the latter part of the Ifstlllf program
of the recent war, and the Navy has learned to depend
heavily on the assistance of this type of aid* The correct
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use of these aids will greatly facilitate the Job of the
instructor, especially when introducing new material to
a class. However t It must be repeated that aids oannot
be substituted for the Job of teaching, and much tine can
be utterly wasted in showing films or playing records II
ere inappropriate or in usins them without proptrly prepar-
ing the students.
Certain general rules and safeguards for usirw-; aids
are considered of sufficient importance to warrant their
inclusion:
1. The Instructor should see the film, hear the
recording , or examine the model, and consult the aooompany-
inr. study guide* Full understanding of the aid will enable
the instructor to make use of it at the right time and in
the proper manner*
2. The instructor should cheok on the operation and
state of repair of the equipment before brin.'in^ it to class;
he s- ould obtain trained help if it is indicated.
3* The instructor should tell the men why they are
bein* shown the aid, what they are expected to frtftj and how
that knowledge applies.
4. The instructor should use the training aid as the
oentral part of his instruction for that class period.
5. The Instructor should summarize whet has been
shown, invite questions and comments, and provide for aotual
use of the information gained. At some time eoon after, the
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men should be tested on tvhat they have
Impressions received through the senee of eight are
much stronger then those received through any other one
sense, end it is because of this that visual aide have suoh
an important part in the training program* A large part of
Naval training la very teohnloal and much of it is difficult
for the new man to grasp; training aide provide for teaching
the quickest , simplest , and most effective way when they are
properly used* In the war period, the Navy extended the use
of visual aids tremendously , so that there is scarcely a
ratine for whioh such aids are not available. The U* 3 *
Jfaval Tralnlm Bulletin , published monthly by the Bureau
of Saval Personnel, lists new aids as they become available
and directions on how to obtain them*
Jumm&ry and Conclusions
1. The objectives of a training program oust be
made olear end concrete so that the best applicable educa-
tional philosophy and methodology say be brought to bear
on its problems* Training is a science, and so must be
approached through the medium of the scientific method*
2* The train in.- 1: problem is complicated by individual
differences in the students; some indications of these differ-
ences may be gained through a testing program, but test scores
can never be regarded ea final* Differences in eduoatlonal
background are greet; the men must bo brought to e nearly

to—on level of lean raining oouree, and the
onea of thla reapoti ity will uevolvu Ally on
Revy inet: r.
}. tndlvldu rferenoe* in the ability to learn
furtn*r ooa, lieate Havy training. 1% tsMet be easumed
that Kavy Instrue tore or aehool adminia tratore will l»e
eduoetora or peyonolorlats, but a oartain minimum under-
atending of the proceeaea of learning le vital to their
sucoeea*
4« education la both phyeioal and mental, and it
mist be purposeful ana functional to be effective, Preaent
learning swat bu related to paat experience, particularly
in the Kavy eltaatlon where it haa been repeatedly demon-
strated tLht the men have little Interest in "pare" learn-
ing* Social and phyeioal environment cannot be overlooked,
for they exert great preesurea on the learning prooeea.
5* Incentive or motivation tsuat be pr*aeat before
tffiHivt learning eae t«»*e :«l»e«* Motivation umuaVly at***
fron a combination of many factors, and t*ads to control the
individual behavior, .aval personnel are relatively free
from the bade drives auoh &a hunger and thirst, ao that
their estivation rleea from aoelal and psychological needs*
The lndlvldual 9 a l«vel of aa. 1 ration and dealre to attain a
certain goal muat be atlmulated before leamine can have a
meaning jsc to him.
. There are two baelo approaches to the development

of a curriculum: tho traditional and the progressive.
The traditional method teaches that the curriculum must
be separated into ita component parte and the subjects
taueht individually, and learned in "parts." The progrea-
alve method ia to attack the project aa an entity and to
relate all parte to the **aole."
7. The beat currloular plan Tor the Navy training
program la a oombl nation of these two plana; moat naval
subjects can be taught In the project situation, but should
be supplemented by teaching enough of the component parte
to ^ive the trainee a thorough understanding of fundamentala
•
The combination approach has the greet advantage of teaching
both the theoretical and the practical.
8. There are many techniques of teaching, but the
teaching method used should be adjusted directly to the
subject matter. In general, the laboratory and croup per-
formance methods will predominate, but will be supplemented
by lecture and discussion in the study of fundamentals*
9. Teaching aida ahould be used as extensions of
the curriculum, and not as ends in themselves. Textbooks
may be uaed in the Navy, but thoir uaa ahould not be empha-
sized. Audio-visual aida uaed correctly can be of tremondoua
value in the navy. Hot only oan they help the inatruotor in
hie Job of teaching, but they alao present very technical and
dlffloult material to the student in the simplest form. It
oust be iterated that training aide add to rood teaching!
they do not substitute for adequate instruction.
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Introduction
The final phase of any educational or training
program has to do with the evaluation of progress in
terna of the original objectives. Juoh evaluation ie
necessary from two points of view: (1) In order Tor
learning to be effective, continuing appraisal is Im-
perative, and (2) teaching procedures demand unremitting
appraisal to insure that the students are learning**' In
other words, the teacher stands in constant need of super*
vision and the results of teaching in constant need of
evaluation. The function of the scikool administrator or
supervisor is really three-fold in nature: evaluative,
remedial, and motivational.
Evaluation may be either formal or informal, and
the usual practice is to employ both forms* Formal, or
quantitative evaluation, is carried out through an
objective testing program designed to ascertain whet
knowledge the student has, or what level he has reaohed.
^««—»^——mmmmmm*— w* i wh^m^^wwjm*—*»^>*j—*i* —ww*—w*M»>iwi.»iW*i ii i^ .^a ii * i ^i*iii<M^<MW»*M«aw>»^*«*»»^w»^**w»»wi




Infornal, or qualitative evaluation, la oonoerned with
subjective supervision on a more personal plane, later-
views 9 conferences, s.nd inspections are used to determine
v'-.et ef f;c ( | i plMtilfcM .:il MViiMMH Ml Mattttft
to the learnl". - -rocesa. Thi3 typo of evaluation requires
sreat ability in the supervisor; he must be a man whose
professional stature and experience enable him to analyse
a situation quickly and accurately, and to come to a sound
decision. In the event of unsatisfactory performance or
results, he must be able to Judse the actual cause, and not
mistake symptoms for the disease, as is so easy to do. The
supervisor nust be aware tivit he sees soat of his teaohers
and their students undsr conditions of sons tension or
stress; very often the person with whom he is working is
understandably anxious or disturbed, and this of course
complicates the conditions of analysis and Judgment*
Kaaedial supervision closely follows evaluation;
after a decision has been reached conoemin: faulty or
incomplete Instruction, the supervisor must know how to
apply corrective measures. No stereotyped, formulated
procedures can be gainfully employed in suoh oases; each
person must be accepted as an individual, and his problems
worked out separately.
Motivational supervision entails the administrator
knowing what is necessary for the improvement of the school
or system, and then being able to get his personnel to carry
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out hi a wishes end recorane'vUtlons . Uany factors are
involved In this motivation by tha supervisor, such as
a thorough knowledge of personalities, adaptability to
varying conditions and situations, and a sound background
La tha psychology of behavior.
Havy schools differ not at all from oivlllan insti-
tutions in the need for effective evaluation of teaching
'ind teachers, and remedial and motivational supervision
by the flavy administrator may be expected to result in a
better quality of instruction. However, it is suggested
that the theory and practice of evaluation and supervision
be oarofully studied by the Ravy school administrator prior
to his venturing into this field, for it is cortainly one
of the most difficult aspects of a difficult profession.
Formal Kvaluatlon
Test construction and administration is a highly
technical process, the purpose of wuloh is to discover or
Measure the present knowledge or achievement of the student,
or to attempt to reveal any weaknesses in order that they
may be remedied. In former years the testing program was
pursued solely for the purpose of assigning grades, but it
has oooe to be realized that a more effective and realistic
pose is to aid the student, Rot only is the student
being measured in a test situation, but also the teacher's
ability as an instructor. Persistently poor results from

tests ftfty iiUUattO un Inadequacy ox sehool organlsatl
toUs** ~>j\\. tl *hloh are completely beyond the
control ftemti
The three tvpes if tests tiiat should find wide uae
la the 2Uvnl sit n are aptitude t<*sts, diagnostic taats,
end achievement tast3« BMefcj d«s, of course, oan? store
.salflost Ions of teste but for a training pro$raa planned
needs of the Kavy these three ere oonsidsred s
c'ent. fee groat ooaplaxity of the teat Its
arnay ratal fictittonr retells, both of construction an«l
aAalnlstr*tion, raake i Its obvious that the Hfavy tra!
lag program will benefit over a period of time I uje
of | working silnlsm In the test field* tt is not at
protattle Mttt the professional officer >r aan will hate any
knowledge of the technicalities of testing, such as relia-
bility end validity, and consequently say lnrge aaale use
of standardized teats de»s- I services of oompatent con*
MltftAttt
.yiituia t*ats have a valid use in the ravy. At
tlae of reorult training such tests <3re administered to ell
iie* enlistees and ths results &re used as a basis for
selection of candidates for the various service schools*
The Instructors and administrators of tieae sohools should
be aaere of the Implications of these aptltoic test **qt*m 9
and should be ;> reps red to use than, Oseh aan's scores era
enters^ in his service record end on his individual aallfi-
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ontios card, t Lch accompany him to ais various
;: station*. Aptitude score* mu*t be u*ed for v.Lct they
really are, namely as indications that oertain ' Itle*
and * til itle* nay *• present In certain pereens. One of
l leading at Itles on aptitudes phrases the problem
Aptitude Is a present condition, yes 9 but with a forward
reference* It Is a condition or set of characteristics
a SY1S nc, indicative of potentialities.
It should nevertheless be apparent that in measuring a
personals aptitudes we are not undertaking to place a
yardstioJc ac&lnat some mysterious intangibles* • • • •
test of aptitude samples certain abilities and charac-
teristics of the Individual as he is today. It helps to
find out what hi can do now and how well he can do it. 2
It will be noted t lnghar Introduces the concept
of tine into this statement. bile it is undeniably true
it a person's aptitudes and potential capabilities may
alter with the passage of time, Bingham proceeds to point
out that suoh alteration cannot conceivably occur outalde
certain limit* which it may be possible to delineate.
A theory of aptitude oust not assume that each of the
factors determining a person 9 * traits is constant in
tlw sense that it will not alter, r.ore or le»a, with
time. 'V* must, however, assume—ii the concept C
educational and vocational aptitudes la to have any
meaning at all—that the changes which undoubtedly do
take place in the relative potency of these factors
are seldom sudden, and that they occur :T LXHXT3
which oan often be ascertained in advance .3
Htavy school administrators should develop a working
tlttf Van Dyke Dingham, Aptitude a and Aptitude
,
(How Tork: Harper & .Trotliors, 173*7), ?• 22*
3Ibjd . t p« 33.
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knowledge of aptitudes and aptitude testa, and oust be
capable of Intelligent Interpretation of aptitude scores.
Correctly used, these scores would be of great aid In
Mfttftla Mi M lii llffwifl Pw^ipswlMwl Mtlat§« Ml
the men need help In making this choice Is evinced by the
faot that In a recent survey 42*6 ^9r cent of new recruits
had no Idea what rating they wanted to enter. There la
some evidence that many even eventually find themselves In
ratln *a they have little Interest in, and In some oases,
that they aotually dislike. A snail sample survey conducted
by the author and a colleacue disclosed that discounting the
mlddlo, or "No opinion" group, as many men were In ratings
they did not choose as there were men In ratings of their
5
own choice. It is believed that much misplacement of this
kind could be obviated through a wise use of information
gained from the aptitude teats now in use In the Navy.
Diagnostic tests should be used at the beginning of
the training oourao to dlaoover what the Individual student
knows before Instruction begins. They should be used as an
aid in the location of individual differences and in order
to make the instructor aware of his Job with relation to
eaoh individual student. In a good training program, these
^Bureau of Bevel personnel, Koorult Purvey ^1 , op. olt .
'Commander John |« Lee, UJN, and Lieutenant Commander
Walter I. Joott Jr., SC, U3N. *n Attempt to Plaoovor *hy Hon
.q*e Not p.e-enllatlnf
r
. unpublished survey, April, 194P.
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differences are reconciled in the of the individual
ability of the student; aa a means to this end the diagnostic
test la an invaluable teeohing aid. ..lth regard to the con-
struction and complexity of the diagnostic tost, It should
be exceedingly thorough if it is to be any good at all* In
order that diagnosis be accurate, the test r.ust be as compre-
hensive in nature as it is possible to make it* Only in this
manner can weaknesses in individual students be revealed, and
areas for intensification of study be outlined.
Achievement tests are designed to measure attainment
or progress t and are not so comprehensive in nature as diag-
nostic tests. The achievement test is a sampling of knowledge
or ability, rather than an area-wide examination. The achieve-
ment test is nore like a rifle shot technique, whereas the
diagnostic test may be more eptly compared to a shot-gun blast.
There are many forme and typos of achievement tests
that may be used; it should be apparent that certain types
of these tests adapt more readily to oertain methodologies
and curricula. Two main divisions of achievement tests are
the non-written f or performance type test, and the written
examinations of various sorts. The performance type test is
better to test shop or laboratory skill, while written tests
lend themselves better to the testing of knowledge and atti-
tudes. This is by no means a hard end fast rule; shop trainees
oan easily be civen written tests, and mathemetics or account-
ing students oan be tested on their ability to perform

obloms* Raoh ai taction will determine
to s great extent what particular approach to the testing
question should bo taken*
Performance Tests
There lo no one definite nay to give a performance-
type test; it is usually i?on to measure manipulative and
meohanlcal skills as well as knowledge* For this reason,
as lndloated above, it is more adaptable to shop or voca-
tional trainine* The purpose of the teat and the quantities
or knowledge it is planned to measure should be firmly fixed
in the mind of the instructor; he must make suro that the
test is given in exactly the some way to all students, and
that eaoh student is marked on the sane basis*
A common falling among a great many Instructors seeas
to be the notion that a performance teat can be given at any
time and with little preparation; this is moot certainly not
the case. The performance test is a valuable instrument,
but its administration must be meditated and thorough* There
ere certain considerations necessary for the successful em-
ployment of this type of test* The Navy use of the perform-
ance test is largely in connection with vocational training)
to avoid oonfuslon, the following basic rules should be
given careful thought in the construction of fchll test:
1* Design the test to determine to what extent the
men have developed skill and knowledge to do the Job for
whioh tfcey are beln-; trulned* What should they have gained
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from reading? Lecture? Demons tratlone and work they have
done? v.hat abilities should these men Lave as a result of
training?
2# Test the tasks which best represent the signifi-
cant degree of performance they should lave attained* Can
the men do the whole job, or just a part of it? Are the
tasks the men are beinc tested on representative of the
degree of skill deemed necessary?
|c Determine what features of performance on the
tasks seleoted for testing will be used to Judge good or
poor ability. What standards are they required to meet?
Do those standards adequately display the knowledge of the
aen? .ire there definite points in the test on which concrete
decisions can be made as to individual ability?
4* Determine the most effeotive, consistent, and
economical way to give the test* How long will it take?
Bow anion equipment will be needed? Is the equipment organ-
ized and distributed in the best manner? What assistance
will the men need? What specific directions are neoessary?
Are there adequate record forms or score sheets to Insure
that every man will be narked in the same way? v
If possible, it is a good idea to try the test out
on a few advanced students or on some instructors; if this
"Bureau of Kavel personnel, Test snd hesearch Unit,
Constructing end Using ^enlevement Touts , Havi-era 16808,
('..ashlngton, D.C., 1944)» ^* 4-5.

Is not feasible, the instructor Sesicnia.; the test should
take it himself, is particular attention to the diffi-
culty, the time required, and the equipment necessary*
Very often in this manner defects will become obvioua that
are not apparent in reading the test.
If performance tests are to bo used to the best advan-
tage, it is vital that ever;/ man have the same equipment . the
same directions, and the sans opportunity; if this is not
.lone, the test is not fair, and accurate comparisons between
and among men are not possible. It is at this point that
most failures in performance testing occur; it is absolutely
imperative that the test be given to all groups in the same
way. and that every student is marked on the same basis.
.ritten Tests
The planning and administration of the written test
requires the same effort and euro as the performance tests*
There is a wider variety of written test available for the
instructor to choose from; here again, the knowledge to be
tested will be fairly Indicative of the exaot type of test
to be used. The Instructor will find it to his advantage
to vary the kind of test &iven, for it is entirely possible
for a group of students to become "test wise" if they ex-
perience one type of teat too often.
The most common written examinations are the ones
that find wide use in the Navy training program; it is not

considered necessary to disouas aeon type at length, but
oint out certain precepts that should be observed
if the beat result* are to be obtained*
The multiple choice teat Is a good typo that la
readily adaptable to any subject natter* It may bo uaed
it effectively to present problems involving reasoning
on knowledge, and oan easily be constructed so as to
limit ^ueooiru:: to the barest minimum, there should be at
least four choices, and not tnore than six; five choices are
usual* The teat constructor must be careful not to give
granoatio.il clues to the correct answer; for example, the
use of the articles "a" and "an." The choices should bo
listed , not written line by line, and the apace for the
answer ahould be dearly provided. If facilities are avail-
able to the lnstructor 9 the teat oan bo made more interesting
and challenging by the use of diagram* and photographs.
The matohing test has Its uses, but it is not a*
satisfactory as the multiple choice tost which it resembles
to some extent. The directions for each item oust be clearly
stated, and one question should deal with only one subject*
It is not advisable to mix names, numbers, and dates; there
should be more su^ostod answers than elements to be matched.
This tost is best used with teohnioal material such as parts
of a machine or steps in a prooess. If not carefully con-
structed, many questions may 'jo answered on a oocuaon sense
basis by the prooess of elimination; this la easier to do
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than the Instructor may suppose* Here, too, the clevor
Instructor say livon up his tent -with pictures , char'-
and diagrams.
The truo-false tost is the time-honored patriarch
of all written teats; it is unusually popular because of
its supposed ease of construction and administration • If
its popularity rests 30I0I7 on those factors, such popular-
ity is undeserved because actually it is extreaely difficult
to sake up a aood true-false tost. 3eoause the test encour-
ages guessing, it is perfectly possible for a waak student
to mate q ooore out of all proportion to what he knows.
For this reason some instructors penalize the student for
a wrons answer by deducting only half credit for questions
left unanswered; this devloe, however, does not take into
aooount the fact that anyone with a modicum of sporting
blood will take a chance on a 50-50 proposition. The word-
ing of true-false statements can be vory oonfusin^ if not
properly stated; words like "hardly," "usually," "sometimes,"
"all," "never," should not be used. They are either oonfue-
! , or they r.ive an Indication of t2ie correct answer. The)
statements should be about the same general length, thorou :;hly
mixed, and about half true and half false. The instructor
should avoid trivialities as a basis for his questions, and
should always avoid tricky languaee. It is a rule of true-
false questioning that the statement must always be atated
positively rather than negatively.
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It is believed that the relatively Inexperienced
Wavy instructor should not try to construct true-false
tests until he has been on the job for some time; it is an
Ingenious test, and otlb that will quickly give an indication
of knowledge t but it is not a device for a beginner to work
with. There are other good tests that will serve the pur*
pose just as well, and the unwary Instructor will not be
subjected to the pitfalls and shortcomings inherent in the
true-false test*
The completion item test is one of wide application;
when used in the proper fashion it can be one of the most
valuable instruments in the testing field. As with other
tests, it must be constructed with care* The instructor
most be sure there is one, and only one, oorreot answer or
he will find himself in trouble with his students* It is
best to use only one blank to a question, for any more
probably will not add to the efficaoy of the question and
will almost surely add confusion. Trivial details should
not be emphasized with questions, otherwise perspective may
be lost. A one word response should be called for, and the
question should be stated tersely and in a straightforward
mannor. The average navy instructor with a little practice
in test construction should soon be able to brlnr, himself to
the point where he can make up a good completion test; there
are fewer dancers to be avoided in thle type of test than in
most others*
-. 3 1
.he •stay type examination la one used more frequently
in aubjaotlve courses teu&ht in the tradition onnner; its use
in shop or vocational Irmlalag ia not recommended* It ia dif«
ficult for a Navy instructor to aafce up a good essay teat,
and even more difficult to correct and nsrk* It takes longer
to write than completion and multiple choice testa; conse-
quc , not ao ma inta oan be covered. o essay test
Invites bluff in?, and the student w:.o la f clle with words
may well ac icher than a student who is really better
grounded in the material*
/I --ton tests may be planned which Include up to three
different types of the above tests; more the e tend to
ruse the students* In making up a test, sore items should
be writton than will be used, thus allowing the Instructor to
cull some of the weaker questions. Directions for the test
aid be clear, preoiae, and definite; there should be no
room for question la the siind of the student after reading
the directions* The instructor may save himself work if he
organizes the test so that it is easy to correct and score.
It is again reoomaended that he pre-test his items on a few
advanced students, and that he work in cooperation with other
Instructors with rerard to the testing program*
In! or -.c 1 .valuation
qualitative evaluation is one of the primary es
school supervisor or administrator, in general, it
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may be said that supervision for evaluative purposes must
center fcfci teaohing staff* One educator has defined
supervision as follows:
In general, supervision means to coordinate, stimulate,
and direct the i ra in IhM pom* to stim-
ulate and direct the growth of every in iividual pupil
3 exercise of his talents toward the st
and most Intel 1 i ent participation in the civilization
in whioh he livt.s.7
This dsfinitlon stresses the point that supervision
reaches through the teachers to the students t . 4r im-
provement* xlthoueh there are innumerable definitions of
supervision, it is usually conceded that supervision is
concerned most with people* It is true kbit the supervisor
at deal with man lags end objects: bttlldifi s t grounds,
supplies, assignments, time schedules, and ths like, but
UMUrllf his Job lies in contacting people* Ideally, £OOd
supervision brin/s about personal improvement in instructors
with regard to their attitudes and abilities*
Certain characteristics of supervision may be applied
directly to the Navy school situation, for while it must
certainly be recognized that the majority of Naval officers
admittedly have little if any experience in the field of
education, they do exerolze constant supervlaion in their
own profession* "any points of supervision ore common to
both, end wir t •...! raotlos there is no reason why
a competent Ilaval offioer may not develop into an adequate
7rhomas H* Rrlggs* Improvl**







coause t f supervision is ooncornad in the
main with peoplo, ^ood supervision revolves around the study
of individual differences, both in teachers and In students.
It la based on respeot for human personality, it is the
duty of the supervisor to afford his people the opportunity
for improvement by understanding their problems and advis-
ing for their solution, ihis modern approach to supervision
is Increasingly prevalent in the tfavy or today , as well.
The old stereotype of the Havel martinet is rapidly disap-
pearing, and the modern Naval orfioer is better equipped
payoliolo^icillv in his deal in- wltll people. The faot that
the Navy is a line organization does not preclude the rec -
nition of individual differences; it does, however, disallow
ru^gsd individualism, altogether a dlfferont thing*
To be successful, supervision must emphasize that all
persons concerned with a school organization are wording
toward a common goal. There can be no duality of objeotlve
between the supervisor or: ths one hand, end his faculty and
students on the other. Lthin the framework ot organization
oooperation muet be manifested in rroup procedure in the
solving of problems incident tJ i.o operation of the school.
A two-way flow of information and ideas is imperative to im-
prove the calibre of instruction.
Inspections have been customary and traditional in I
Navy since its founding; It is to be expected that the cus-
tom would be carried o\er I >ol el on, as Indeed
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it has* hiie r: 14 ueny that inspections of tea
have a therapeutic effect, thar« are Camera innate in this
ay stem of aupervie' at warrant careful consideration*
The inference is that the inapeotor knows axaotly how every
Ing should appear and fee carried on; Ifci fallacy la obvi-
a: in atot*tlM| •' one knows all the answers, la it
la desirable for th* eupervieor to visit each instructor in
the classroom, It ia palpably impossible if the teaching
staff is of any size at all to exercise effeotive super*
vision in tuis manner, another falling of supervision by
Inspisctlcn la that the inapootor has the tendency to Judge
each teacher on the* basis of an "ideal teaoher"; this can-
not be done* stry trl*4 for years to use the " ideal
man" aa a basis for aorit rati** • Mil *it I growth of
iStrlal psychology it was found that the system wua la-
practical in that the ideal man could never be determined
to the satisfaction ol t..oso concerned. -.8 lone aa beliefa
and values differ, tnia eaj of rating will not be valid*
It la not proposed that scnool inspections be dis-
continued in the Navy, it rather that the:* be limited to
lnapeotion steal facilltlos* ./.ore attention to
buildings and equipment can be inspired in the instructor
if he knows that the supervisor makes frequent inspections
with suoh details in mind* However, eucn inspections are
more effective if made during work' >ura and in the
cl\ssroo-o or shop while the men are busy; the lnspactor can

gala but little impression a spa-
cleaned up eapeeie I inspection and the men are
standing by at attention* II is in tula reepeot that Bevy
inapectiona aey be criticized, for Juit tl:ia situation gen*
erally obtains*
Another aetbod of evaluation la the follow-up; its
purpose la to cLeok on the effectiveness of the training by
contacting persona for whoa the trainee works after gradu-
ation* I rating scale may be devised and forwarded to be
filled out by the new superior* end In this way some per-
spective may be ruined or the training \ I . .la ays*
tea has the weakness of all rating systems, that no two
people nark on the aaoe basis, a further weakneaa of its
use in the Navy is th t it nay bo extremely uifiTicult to
..e man; usually upon graduation fron a Navy aohool
the men are sent on leave and then report to a receiving
station for further transfer aboard ahip* Trying to find
where the man ultimately aettled is a problem, but a aya-
teaatic follow-up may very well prove iMwa the effort in-
volved*
Supervision in the lievy labors under a handicap not
found In civilian education; the perlodio transfer of both
officer and enlisted personnel makes it difficult to pro-
mote a long-term attitude of team-work* uparvision of
individual inatruotora la reatrloted for the aaaa reason*
le a paper such aa thla oa Line the fundamentdla of

good M9«r | o augfeatlona for plication under
eondltl^ne .unafer com oe offered. Oneo aore,
indivl itineea mill play the a^jor ;-ari in the l.-.ter*
action Mnh auporvloor end ladtrue tor and between l^struc-
. beat thut can bo done under existing
ciroumetaneeo la to z&km available to *ull m*ad** enemaod in
training Information about aa>a
. >»loo rlomo aepeca
of training and omperviaions whether such Information la ade-
M or uaeful will dapand In the final analyeia on the ad*
minis tratc*re of the trelnlnm program
•
l« Evaluation la necessary In order to determine
whether instruction la meeting the objcotlves of the train*
in* program. Beth teaehera and the results of teaching
a tend In need of const nt evaluation. uoh evaluai ay
be either formal or informal, objective or subjective In
nature*
2. rhe function of the aehool administrator or
supervisor la three-fold: evaluative, remedial, and moti-
vational. Hi iauat be able to analyse end evaluate, au&gcat
remedies, and motivate thorn to e suooeasful oonoluslon.
3. Formal evaluation entalla the operation of a
teat in.» program* Three ol^sslf leatlone or tents believed to
be of tho moat value to the Navy aret (1) fcmiO teata to
dlaeovor capabilities, (t) illa> noetlo teata to defiae the
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apeolrio areaa of instruction, sal (>) uohlevesiont tests to
acaeure acquired •kill aad icnowledge*
4* . erfor~»noe teats or« heal useU |a dett-r line the
decree of Manipulative or &eehanieel axlll developed as a re-
sult of training* i'erforaanoe-type tests aaist be tlua to
each nan or group In exactly the ear** way, and each oust be
,.
••„
.... . ., . . ... ... .
5. ritten taata used la the Navy are usually i^ade
up of one or oora of the follow In,: types* m la choice,
isaatohlni, true-f^lso, completion, or essay* aoh type en-
eoapaaeea certain si-o. t-c • aln^s, and la subject to speoiflc
difficulties of construction* It la reooteaended that a pre-
test of the examination be aade «! * cooperation of ad-
vanced students or nit bit instructors*
6* Informal evaluation consists primarily of super-
vision and Inspection* Certain characteristics of auoh su-
pervision are eonaon to both the field of education and to
the Kavy, It may oe expected that a soapstent Haval offioar
will itvelo; into a good supervisor of schools, provided ha
gains experience and practice*
7* Inspections such as those customary In the Wavy
have their place in the supervision of Navy schools Out
should be limited to inspeotlnc faollltlea and equipment,
and only lnoidently to the evaluation of Instructors. Thay
ahould ha «ede tthilo tao temahlAt situ Lion is in prooeea so




8* Jupervlsicn in the Navy la seriously handi-
capped by the transfer system currently In effect. Trans-
ferrins personnel at regular intervale tends to stress the
short-time aspect of the situation rather than the long*
term objectives. Thus, individual differences in attitude
and ability, both of the supervisors and the instructors
,
*ill largely determine the effectiveness of the school and
of the training program.

la view of the tremendous demands made on the
training program by modern warfare, one can almost foreaee
the establishment of Uavy schools on a permanent basis,
staffed by permanent civilian educators or by Navy special-
ists, and administered along the lines of scientific manage*
ment now found la all the leading civilian institutions.
Professional requirements of the Naval officer are demanding
enough at present without the addition of a whole new area
of highly specialized Knowledge and ability* It cannot be
expected that the average officer .111 be able to step in
and out of a school system without serious detriment to
administration, even though he may be proficient in the
subjects taught* when a school administrator needs an
Instructor he is faced with one of two choices: he can
either take en expert in the subject and attempt to mafce
a teacher of him, or ne can take a teacher and indoctrinate
him in the subject matter he is to teach. It was proved
conclusively in the training program in the recent war that
the latter choice wee by far the better: easier, luloxur,
and more effective*
A critical public sits in Judgment on the develop-




that they should, Tor it belongs to than. It is merely
entrusted for the moment to the professional offloera and
men who make up the bod/ of Naval personnel at any one
ti ;a. Hon only do they have the responsibility to main-
tain the excellence of the Eavy, but they also have the
taolt obligation to improve It, and training provides the
great means throat w? ich the continued growth and develop-
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